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Enhanced Unifi Vista pod offers advanced acoustics and 
aesthetics 

The Vista Evo acoustic pod from Unifi offers all the benefits of the original Vista product 

but with advanced acoustic properties and a refined aesthetic. Both Vista and Evo present 

a contemporary and flexible alternative to fixed partitioning.  

The Vista Evo boasts an impressive 34dB, providing an advanced acoustic solution that 

offers exceptional speech privacy. In addition, this latest model features a new ceiling 

design and the option of the slim 35mm extrusion in any RAL colour. 

Reflecting the transition that is currently taking place in the work place - moving from 

traditional ways of working to environments that support and promote flexibility and 

nomadic working patterns - this system provides complete privacy for the user.  

The modular construction provides the upmost flexibility to re-size or re-locate the pod to 

another part of a building. The ultra-slim aluminum profile and choice of square, 

rectangular or round form maximises the use of available space both inside and outside of 

Vista. 
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Phil Duggan, Director of Unifi comments: “With its thought provoking design and acoustic 

capabilities, Vista is already widely specified throughout office interiors. These latest 

enhancements will serve to heighten the product’s popularity.” 

An eminent brand from the iconic Boss Design stable, and echoing the same ethos, Vista 

comes as standard with LED lighting, PIR motion sensors and high performance acoustic 

ceiling panels for enhanced sound insulation.  

In addition to the standard offer, the modular design of Vista ensures that it is simple to 

deliver a custom made solution to meet a client’s specific size and project requirement. 

Using manifestations and customised graphics, together with offering an extensive palette 

of fabrics means the Vista range is truly a bespoke solution.  

-Ends- 

For further information contact 01242 584897 or visit www.boss-design.com 
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Photo-caption:  

Pictured here, The new Vista Evo with advanced acoustic properties and a refined 

aesthetic. 

 

 

• Notes to Editor: Established in 1983 and privately owned, The Boss Design Group is 

the parent company of furniture brands: Boss Design, Komac, Lyndon Design and 

Unifi. From its manufacturing facility in the West Midlands and with high profile 

showrooms in the heart of London and Dubai, the Group is today a leading supplier of 

innovative and quality engineered commercial seating worldwide. All brands within the 

Group are renowned for their leading-edge design and handcrafted manufacturing 

expertise. The Group advocates a strong corporate social responsibility policy from 

initial product design through to end-of-life-management, to ensure minimal 

environmental impact and maximum social benefits.  As a carbon neutral company, 

the Group is committed to reducing, reusing and recycling materials within all 

production processes and a unique service allows its furniture to be 100% reused or 

recycled. 
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